®

Centauri Relay®
Centauri’s Relay engine was built
to ensure compliant and accurate
submission of encounter data to CMS
for RAPS/EDPS. Empowered by Relay,
our experienced team works with clients
to develop a customized roadmap for
complete, accurate and timely data
submission.
Centauri recognizes that each client’s
deployment of staff, process and
technology requires a tailored solution.
We work collaboratively to address data
quality issues, implement industry best
practices and enhance revenue integrity
operations.

centaurihs.com

SUBMISSION
RAPS/EDPS

• Tailored Planning: Upfront data analysis and collaboration with client teams to
create a complete process for submission, reconciliation and remediation that is
unique to each client.
• Data Validation: Our engine performs a validation of data against CMS rules prior to
submission to ensure maximum acceptance by CMS, and full reconciliation for
EDPS and RAPS.
• Impact Analysis: For those encounters that do not pass validation rules, we provide
reporting that quantifies the cost  in risk-adjusted dollars, as well as EDPS and
RAPS comparative analytics.

®

CENTAURI RELAY®
Our Encounters team has more than 100 years of combined experience and a unique
understanding of revenue cycle management. Our deep expertise extends beyond EDPS,
RAPS and the risk adjustment end of the cycle and allows for valuable insight.
We understand how issues at the front end of the revenue cycle impact the back
end, including EDI, enrollment operation, provider systems administration and claims
operations.  That allows Centauri to work with clients to create comprehensive solutions
that address business issues across the revenue cycle, ensuring risk adjustment
compliance and payment accuracy.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Transparency: Centauri’s dashboard reporting  enables actionable insights to make
modifications to the deployment of people, processes and technology as necessary to
improve submission completeness and accuracy.
• Flexibility: We quickly address unique data quality issues by custom interventions
such as enrichments and transformations to assist clients in reducing their rejection
rates.
• Collaborative: Centauri understands
that this is not a “set it and forget it”
process. The process of submission,
reconciliation and remediation is
iterative and requires a very specific
type of expertise to ensure that it is
done timely and accurately.
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Need assistance with your
Submissions Program?
Contact us to experience
a Product Demo
CALL

888.447.8908

EMAIL

info@centaurihs.com

WEB

centaurihs.com

